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Samuel Little and Victoria Stubbs talked about “creating a brave space” for having difficult conversations [1]. Opening such conversations, which can expose painful pasts and personal vulnerabilities, is difficult but can be a first step in the healing process that will help people grow together as human beings and as health professionals. Stubbs described the classroom as a potential brave space. It is safe, she said, if the challenges faced by students and faculty are acknowledged while attempting to engage in difficult and/or sensitive discussions around topics such as “race, power, privilege, and the various forms of oppression for the purpose of learning” [2]. While these difficult conversations can start in the classroom, they may be rendered almost useless if the actions in the clinical environment do not align with those set up in the classroom. The danger in not addressing such underlying frictions in the classroom and in the workplace is the risk of creating intractable barriers between and among people that, over time, become increasingly difficult to undo. This paper is an attempt to guide health professional educators across the learning continuum, in how to create a safe space to discuss racism and other isms (see Box 1).

Discussing the isms in All Their Forms

Educating health professions instructors on how to create a safe environment for students and colleagues to talk authentically about the isms requires transparency that is not common to some, particularly those accustomed to more didactic instructional approaches. It may not be a comfortable topic even for instructors who espouse more interactional styles of teaching. While discussing isms might not be comfortable, it is important for educators in the various health professions to prepare students to work effectively with diverse populations. Mental health and social service professions (e.g., counseling, psychology, and social work) can provide direction to educators on approaches to engage in a genuine dialogue on delicate issues like racism, sexism, ageism, and xenophobia.

The first step for the educator is to conduct a self-assessment of privilege, bias, prejudice, and stereotypes. This assessment would ideally include input from others because of the inherent biases and difficulties associated with accurately assessing oneself. Knowing preconceived notions can impact a person’s actions, can help a person deal with these underlying beliefs if and when they are brought to the person's attention. It is critically important to uncover one's unconscious beliefs before opening a discussion on racism, or any of the isms.

In the second step, attention to system-level and historical structural inequities will provide context for creating a safe—but not necessarily a comfortable—space to have difficult conversations and facilitate transformative learning experiences [6,7,8]. Further steps are to invite a dialogue with diverse learners and to be prepared to listen. During these conversations, educators must work to suspend their personal biases and meet people where they are. They also need to self-reflect on their potential for microaggressions toward some students. For example, Ackerman-Barger et al. found racial microaggressions—unconscious communication of subtle, condescending messages directed toward people of color—were experienced by underrepresented health professions students, negatively affecting their learning, academic performance, and well-being [9]. It therefore stands to reason that educators' self-examination of implicit biases can improve learners' educational experience [6] by setting the right tone for a culturally rich learning environment.
Creating a Safe Space from Education to Practice

By being in the moment and listening without making assumptions, the educator creates a safe space to more openly discuss how ethnicity and gender identity as well as lived experiences, social networks, and structural forms of discrimination have supported or diminished a learner’s overall wellness [9]. Educators must also take steps toward creating a safe space for difficult conversations. This means role modeling openness and a willingness to listen. It also means creating an awareness of how one’s actions can impact others, and understanding that engaging in difficult conversations is only possible if everyone in the room feels safe to speak up and express themselves. Inviting a productive conversation about isms and using open, neutral questions can lead to powerful experiences for students. These conversations can have a lasting impact on students when they enter the world of practice. Educators must be careful not to alienate people who speak up in order to make this experience productive. Individuals who do speak up risk exposing their own personal vulnerabilities and may fear a mix of repercussions from awkward silence to hostile exchanges. Educators can manage expressed vulnerabilities by acknowledging this concern and demonstrating empathy.

Listening and empathy are critical skills for all health professionals. Clinical educators who model these skills during difficult conversations meaningfully impact the future practice of their students. Another way to teach listening and empathy skills is to provide students with the opportunity to practice these skills during role plays with peers or simulated patients who represent an intersection of diverse backgrounds. It is important for health professionals to be able to apply these skills under pressure. Adding a time constraint to the role play creates a stressful training environment that can closely resemble the realities faced by clinicians working in a busy clinic. In this type of role play, the educator should evaluate students’ ability to support a diverse patient and to provide a warm handoff to colleagues with the requisite expertise in managing the patient’s needs. Successful handoffs are largely a result of an established practice of caring for patients and experiencing effective interprofessional teams during clinical training.

Ultimately, the message for learners is to connect and build relationships from a position of cultural humility. Hook et al. defined cultural humility as “having an interpersonal stance that is other-oriented rather than self-focused, characterized by respect and lack of superiority toward an individual’s cultural background and experience” [10]. Cultural humility must be part of every patient interaction, and it must be applied to coworkers to reinforce the practice. In an interprofessional setting, clinical educators must model the desired behaviors and purposefully create a safe space for sharing personal experiences.

Tools for Educating Students About the isms

Interactive class exercises provide a forum for beginning to address deeply held beliefs about stereotypes. A suggested activity from the authors is to ask each person in the class to write words on a flip chart that describe who they are. Afterward, the class can engage

Box 1 | The isms in All Their Forms

For the purpose of this paper, the authors define the isms as any form of conscious or unconscious discrimination, prejudice, or stigmatization against a group or population of people. It includes but is not limited to racism, sexism, ageism, xenophobia, ableism, anti-Semitism, classism, homophobia and sizeism. Being the target of any of the isms has immediate and long-term effects as outlined in the framework by Richman and Leary [3]. It starts with “hurt feelings,” closely associated with “agony, suffering, and anguish,” that give way to low self-esteem and a complex array of emotions ranging from anger, mistrust, and disappointment to a desire for social acceptance while avoiding social interactions. The trauma that is imposed when a person is the target of discrimination, prejudice, or stigmatization underscores the negative impact of the isms. Lee et al. added further context by confirming a link between racial discrimination and disregulation of the production of stress reactive hormones among African Americans [4]. Moreover, a growing body of evidence has identified strong associations between discrimination and adverse health outcomes (physical and mental) across different countries and minority groups globally [5].
in facilitated discussion that celebrates each person’s background and heritage. The purpose of this activity is to highlight the intersectionality of race, gender, culture, socioeconomic status, and other demographic variables in the development of self-identity. The key to success in this exercise is for the educator to use the self-descriptions in an instructive manner and to create an environment where everyone feels safe in sharing their “authentic self” (see Table 1).

While these exercises can be conducted online, the facilitator will need to have a heightened sensitivity with regard to the students’ comfort levels in expressing their feelings through synchronous or asynchronous virtual platforms. Online educators should incorporate appropriate “check-ins” to monitor students’ emotional states. This is especially important during times of crisis. The class check-ins can be live, interactive conversations for welcoming students, introducing assignments, or reviewing new material. They can be written directly into the course syllabus along with a statement focusing on the importance of culture in the delivery of the course material. This statement goes beyond the goals and objectives of a course by providing the tone for how the course will be run as opposed to what the material will cover.

Another exercise that can lead to a productive discussion about diversity, stigma, and bias is for educators to compile a list of resources (e.g., reading, YouTube, and/or podcast lists) that extend beyond traditional peer-reviewed journals. After reviewing the materials, a purposeful class discussion can ensue about the diversity of the authors or presenters, and about the potential for institutionalized racism or bias in the publication process. This simple action can be useful in highlighting inequities. Students can then be asked to conduct personal reflections of carefully selected resources to explore their own biases and how such biases may be influencing their perceptions of reality and their surroundings. Through this type of exercise, students can become better prepared to understand the diversity of experiences that their patients will bring to the treatment room.

The Institutional Stance on isms

Colleges and universities that train health professionals can also take a cultural stance in addressing isms. By adopting values that combat racism and by recognizing the importance of individuals understanding their own biases, an educational institution can become a role model for similar organizations. For example, there have been cases in which health professionals from diverse backgrounds have been requested to participate in activities to represent the voice of diversity—a form of performative allyship called tokenism. To reduce institutional tokenism, a school’s leadership can acknowledge that every individual is unique and that diverse individuals represent their own intersectionality of race, gender, culture, and socioeconomic status.

Table 1 | Guidelines for Educators in Addressing the isms

| Self-reflection | • Examine and acknowledge your own implicit bias  
|                 | • Be inquisitive (why did I or you react that way?)  
|                 | • Reduce stigma associated with isms by getting students and faculty to acknowledge, accept, and confront their own biases  
|                 | • Use purposeful language in questions for deeper self-reflection  
| Create a safe space | • Explore students’ thoughts using open-ended questions  
|                   | • Listen to responses  
|                   | • Remove the fear of being judged  
|                   | • Role model authenticity and genuineness  
| Educate interprofessionally | • Demonstrate the value of interprofessional teams by role modeling work and effective communication with other professions  
|                        | • Use interprofessional simulations to practice warm handoffs  
| Recognize and manage institutional racism | • Use community/patient educators  
|                                         | • Do not make any assumptions (ask others about experiences that have shaped their worldview)  
|                                          | •Expose students to different reading materials  
|                                           | • Self-reflect for possible microaggressions  
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rather than the perspective of their racial or cultural background. By taking a conscious step to acknowledge and mitigate isms through sound policy, an institution creates a culture where difficult conversations are appreciated and where diversity is supported.

**Lifelong Interprofessional Learning**

Addressing isms and changing culture involves a lifelong commitment to learning; it is not a one-time event. The more health professional learners and educators listen to people from diverse cultures, professions, backgrounds, and ethnicities, the deeper their understanding becomes about others’ challenges and assets. Mandated continuing education (CE) that reinforces these principles may be what is needed to understand and appreciate the perspective of patients and peers from various cultures. There is precedent for mandated interprofessional CE. Governors across the country have begun requiring suicide prevention training for diverse groups of mental health professionals [11]. The mandates led to interprofessional CE opportunities within mental health that extended beyond those who were required by law to get the CE credit. Though mandated interprofessional education is a valuable step toward culture change, there are mixed results on the effectiveness of CE. Therefore, many professional groups are moving away from blanket CE to models based on continuing competence and targets based on need and context. In this regard, interprofessional competence might give rise to intercultural education. Discussing the isms through this more transformative approach has the potential to open conversations among health professionals and educators about the critical importance of addressing racism, xenophobia, gender discrimination, and all the isms across the learning continuum.

**Conclusion**

Health professions educators must first learn and acknowledge their own biases before they can create a safe space for others to learn. Educational institutions with sound policies emphasizing cultural humility help educators work together to break down social, professional, and cultural barriers that impede productive communication. Interprofessional, intercultural role modeling can begin in the classroom, but it cannot end there. Lifelong learning is needed to grow continuously through listening and self-reflection. Educating the educators on how to create a brave space to bring these skills to their students will be one major step toward addressing and dismantling the isms.
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